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We’ve All Heard the Slogan:
“Be Prepared” /
a message from
nacfm president patrick hart

So, what does it mean to be prepared?
Robert Baden-Powell, founder of the Boy Scouts,
explains the meaning of the phrase as follows:
	The Scout Motto is: BE PREPARED which means
you are always in a state of readiness in mind and
body to do your DUTY.
*Be Prepared in Mind by having
disciplined yourself to be obedient to
every order, and also by having
thought out beforehand any accident
or situation that might occur, so that
you know the right thing to do at the
right moment, and are willing to do it.
*Be Prepared in Body by making
yourself strong and active and able
to do the right thing at the right
moment, and do it.
The Bible also encourages us to Be Prepared.
In Matthew 24:44 Jesus tells His disciples to be
ready because the Son of Man will come when
you least expect him; or as Peter writes in his
first epistle:

“But in your hearts revere Christ as
Lord. Always be prepared to give an
answer to everyone who asks you to
give the reason for the hope that you
have. But do this with gentleness and
respect, keeping a clear conscience,
so that those who speak maliciously
against your good behavior in Christ

In our lives as Church Facilities Managers we are usually immersed
in preparation and preparedness. Even so, I’ve found myself lately
pondering the idea of truly being prepared. As you are reading this,
assuming that you read it as soon the newsletter arrives in your
inbox (because, who doesn’t?), my bride and I will be in Rome
touring ancient and historic sites. This is a trip for which we’ve
been preparing for quite a while. Aside from the actual travel
planning, of which there has been plenty, I have had to prepare for
my absence from work. Normally, this isn’t too big of an issue, but
because I’ll be out of the office for longer than usual as well as out
of the country, our church and academy staff are quite anxious about
how things will be handled while I’m not immediately reachable.
 What if,” is a phrase I heard too often while laying the
“
groundwork for our departure.
		What if…there is a fire alarm? Who do we call?
Where is the gas shut-off?
		What if…the security alarm goes off in the middle of the night?
Who will get the call?
		What if…someone else from the Facilities team is absent?
		
Who will cover for them?
		What if…we need to access the security cameras?
Apparently, I have acquired a fair amount of institutional
knowledge during my 10 years on staff that suddenly needs to be
shared with a wider audience. Also it seems that I have to work
harder than ever in order to share enough information so as to
ease the anxiety and tension of my co-laborers helping them to
Be Prepared to handle any situation that might occur. While this
has been challenging at times, it has also helped our staff to better
understand the breadth of all that I do as a Church Facilities Manager.
If something happened to you, is your church prepared to take over
your responsibilities? What have you done to help them prepare?
My challenge to you all…make preparations sooner,
rather than later…be prepared.
Nel Servizio del Signore,

may be ashamed of their slander.”
- I Peter 3:15-16
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24 Fall Home Maintenance Tips
Editor’s note: For those who manage and maintain a commercial facility, neglecting your home maintenance
from time to time is understandable. As a reminder of the need check out these tips.

around all windows
1 Check
and doors for drafts
Temperature and humidity changes
can cause window seals to crack.
Install weather stripping as needed
and fill cracks or holes with caulk.

window screens
2 Replace
with storm windows

This should help to reduce heating
costs.

lint out of dryer
9 Clean
vents

This should be done twice per year.
Having clean dryer vents prevents
fires and decreases the time it takes
to dry your clothes.

sediment out
10 Flush
of your water heater

This easy task is a great way to
extend the life of your water heater
and substantially increase efficiency.

batteries in
3 Change
pipes that run
smoke alarms and carbon
11 Wrap
along exterior walls
monoxide detectors
with heating tape

Always check the manufacturer’s
instructions for proper installation.

new carbon
4 Install
monoxide detectors near
ANY heat sources

This will save energy and prevent
freezing on cold days.

fall temperatures
12 Lower
make a great environment
for exterior painting

Carbon Monoxide is colorless
and odorless. Make sure your
family is safe.

all wood-burning
5 Inspect
fireplaces and chimneys
for blockages

Hire a professional to sweep
chimneys at least once every
two years.

or replace all
6 Clean
furnace filters

We highly recommend hiring a
professional to service your
furnace which will help to prevent
unexpected failure on cold days.

7

Check attic insulation
to make sure it is fully
in tact
Add more if needed to increase
energy efficiency.

8

Check all attic vents to
ensure they are clear of
plants and debris
This is essential to ensure moisture
is able to leave your attic.
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Just check your paint can to make
sure it isn’t too cold to apply new
paint.

13

Store latex and acrylic
paint in a warm place if
you have an unfinished
basement
Freezing temperatures can ruin paint.

dead leaves and
14 Clean
debris out of gutters
and downspouts

Blockages can cause ice buildup
after winter storms.

drainage away
15 Direct
from your house

This will help to prevent water
leaking into the basement and
ice buildup around your home.

off valves to exterior
16 Turn
hoses, run your hoses until
they are completely empty

Flushing water out of your exterior
hoses will prevent them from bursting
after a winter freeze.

and turn off your
17 Drain
sprinkler system

Hire a professional who can blow
our your sprinkler lines to prevent
the pipes from bursting during
freezing temperatures.

a professional inspect
18 Have
your roof for any damaged
shingles or flashings

This will help to prevent leaks and
ice dams after winter storms.

leaves and make sure
19 Rake
the grass is cut before the
first snowfall

Large wet leaves can suffocate and
kill your grass.

is a great time to
20 Fall
fertilize turf grasses

Use natural fertilizer if possible
for a better looking lawn in the
springtime.

dead branches from
21 Trim
trees near your home

Falling branches during winter
storms can cause significant damage.

garden tools after
22 Clean
you’re done with them
for the season

This will increase the useful life
of your tools.

your lawnmower
23 Winterize
and other gas powered
lawn tools

Many professionals recommend
adding fuel stabilizer (only costs
about $10) to keep gasoline from
degrading. If your gas contains
ethanol, don’t add stabilizer. Just run
the engine until the tank is empty.

24 Winterize your gas grill

Shut off the gas, unfasten your burners
and add cooking oil to burners and other
metal parts to repel moisture.
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Editor’s Note: A good read for the whole family!
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Things to Do Now to Prepare for the Holidays
BY LAURA MCCLELLAN

Preparing for the holidays
I’m not one who starts celebrating the holidays early.
I don’t play Christmas music until December 1. I wish stores
wouldn’t start their Christmas displays before Halloween.
Nevertheless, it’s not a bad idea to spend a little time in
the early fall thinking about and planning ahead for the
holidays. While it might be a little early to get the holiday
decorations out, still there are a few things we can do now
to help make the holidays less stressful and more joyful.
		

1. Plan ahead.

Sit down with a notebook or your computer and your calendar, and do a
mind dump of all the things you usually do, need or want to do during the
holidays, starting maybe from mid-October through the New Year’s celebrations. Include it all: family traditions, church or work or community events,
people you want to give gifts to, food or gifts you want to make, meals you
want to serve, parties you plan to host or attend, etc. After you’ve captured
it all, take a look and ask yourself:
• How realistic is your list (keeping in mind daily commitments, stage of
life you’re in, etc.)?
• What can you cut from the list and still have the kind of holiday season
you want to have?
• What can you move around or change now to set yourself up to have
the time and energy you need to do the things you actually want to do?

		

2. Develop a budget for the holidays.

Think about how much money you’re willing to set aside for each person’s
gift on your list. Having a budget written down now might help you resist the
urge to overspend as the holidays get closer.
If the budget is an issue, take steps now to avoid uncomfortable situations during
the holidays. Talk to extended family about skipping gifts, or giving gifts only
to the children, or drawing names and setting a cap on the amount (so nobody
feels embarrassed because somebody else gave a more extravagant gift).

		

3. Shop ahead.

The steps above will help make it easier for you to get your holiday shopping
sooner rather than later. If you have the list of people you want to give gifts to
and then brainstorm ideas for gifts for each, you’ll have it top-of-mind when
you’re out and can be watching for those perfect gifts and sales.
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4. Start de-cluttering.

Cluttered space contributes to anxiety
and to a lack of focus. On the other
hand, a clean, clutter-free space
helps lead to a more relaxed and
peaceful frame of mind. In addition
to the pleasure that comes from
having a peaceful, de-cluttered home,
getting rid of the “extra” stuff will also
make space for the new stuff that
invariably comes at the holidays.
Starting now you can:
•C
 lean out refrigerator and
pantry before it’s time to do
holiday cooking; non-perishables
that you won’t use could be
donated to a food pantry.
•D
 e-clutter kids’ rooms and find
things to discard or donate.
This might be a new holiday
tradition of choosing gently
used toys to donate to a shelter.
Get the kids involved.
•D
 e-clutter and refresh bathrooms
that might be used by guests
during holiday parties (same
with guest rooms).
•D
 e-clutter master bedroom and
make it a refuge for you during
the busy holiday season.
•C
 lean out coat closet and make
space for guests’ coats. (Can you
donate any coats to a shelter?)
•C
 lean out a closet or space for
gifts, wrapping paper, etc., as you
buy them. If you have the space
for it, you could even set up a
gift-wrapping station where you
have everything you need at
hand to wrap gifts.

Continued on next page.
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Continued from previous page.
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Things to Do Now to Prepare for the Holidays
BY LAURA MCCLELLAN

5. Cook/bake ahead.

If you think about holiday meals ahead of time, are there any dishes
or treats you traditionally serve that can be made ahead and frozen?
Or things you can have in the freezer and pull out to take to a party
or serve unexpected guests?

		

6. Make reservations for holiday travel.

Seats on airlines and other transport options fill up during the
holidays, as do hotels, so making those reservations now might help
you get the seats or rooms you want and maybe at a better price.

		7. Plan some fun events for yourself
and your family.
Now might be a great time to start investigating the options for
memory-making family activities during the holiday season.
What does your community offer? What special sights are
available near where you live?

		

8. Get a jump on your holiday cards or letter.

Take a family photo now; assemble/update addresses and begin
addressing cards.

		

9. Make it meaningful.

Be intentional about keeping your priorities in
mind, and think about what’s important to you
and your family. A meaningful holiday is what’s
really important. Sit down with your family and
talk about what you liked the year before and
what you didn’t. Start planning ways you will
make the holidays memorable and more
meaningful.

		

1
 0. Make personal time and
self-care a priority, even
during the holiday season.

Include some time for self-care. Schedule
your holiday-time appointments (hair? nails?
massage? brunch with a beloved friend?) now.
Leave some white space on your calendar.
Filling up every second of the holiday season
with events and activities might result in happy
memories . . . or it might result in exhaustion
and emotional meltdowns. Focus on what’s most
meaningful, and carve out time to relax and rest
and savor the season’s most special times.

View our promo video by clicking here
OCTOBER 2018
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The Benefits of Cleaning with Microfiber
Microfiber technology may be the most significant product innovation to the
cleaning industry in the last century. It’s a quick and easy switch toward
helping preserve environmental resources. In using microfiber material,
you’ll find that the key benefits extend beyond your workers’ wellness.
It helps protect the environment by reducing both your contribution to the
waste stream and the use of water and harmful chemicals. In some cases,
microfiber can totally eliminate water and chemical usage altogether. Learn
more about why you should make the switch:
WHAT IS MICROFIBER?
Microfibers are densely constructed polyester and polyamide (nylon) fibers that are approximately 1/16th the thickness of a human hair. When woven together, these fibers create a
net-like surface area covered with millions of spaces to trap moisture, dirt and debris.
The micro fibers are able to get into tiny nooks and crevices whereas the traditional cotton
cloth and mop fibers are not. The nylon component of the fiber also produces a static charge
that attracts dirt, pulling it in and trapping it until the cloth or pad is washed.

USING MICROFIBER

Microfiber lifts and traps
dirt and moisture leaving
surfaces clean, dry and
polished.

Mopping is one of the more popular uses of microfiber material. Using conventional cotton loop mops for wet mopping
has long been the standard in floor cleaning for janitorial operations. Here are some key benefits of using microfiber for
the mopping task:
 nhances cleaning power - Microfiber cleans more effectively reaching into surface pores and crevices, where cotton
E
mop materials are too large for deep cleaning.
Contributes to reducing water and chemical usage - Microfiber mops use about 10-20 times less liquid than standard
cotton mops, helping reduce procurement costs. Very few microfiber applications require the use of chemicals.
 elps increase productivity - The effort of dipping and wringing a conventional mop is eliminated. As long as the
H
used microfiber mop head is not put back in the cleaning solution, the user does not have to change the solution
between tasks.
 ssists in reducing cross-contamination - Healthcare facilities have been quick to embrace microfiber cleaning.
A
In an effort to reduce cross contamination risk between patient rooms, some state laws require that maintenance
personnel change out the mop and/or cleaning solution after every room. Using microfiber flat mops helps the
facility comply with these requirements.
 an reduce the risk of worker injury - Microfiber mops weigh significantly less than conventional wet cotton loop
C
mops, making them more ergonomic and easier to use.

HOW TO CLEAN MICROFIBER
Due to the nylon component in microfiber, high levels of heat will break down the fibers and ruin its effectiveness. It is
recommended that microfiber be washed in temperatures that do not exceed 200 degrees Fahrenheit. Most cleaning
detergents can be used, but adding bleach and fabric softener is not recommended. Drying temperatures should not
exceed 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
Very few chemicals can harm microfiber. However, it is important to avoid acids. Read the warning label on the chemical
container. If the chemical indicates that it will harm plastics, it will most likely harm microfiber. Be sure not to wash microfiber
with materials that are prone to lint. In the laundry cycle, the microfiber will collect the lint and be rendered ineffective.
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Prepare for Fall
Pests Now with
These 5 Tips
Every season brings a new challenge in pest control for commercial
facilities. The beginning of summer seems like it would be the most
challenging time of year when it comes to pests, but autumn can also
be problematic as your pest pressures change significantly when the
weather begins to get cooler. Although we aren’t quite there yet, fall
is just around the corner and it is not too early to start preparing for
fall pests looking to infiltrate your facility.
What can be done to prevent pests getting into your facility this fall?
Here are some very helpful tips.
1 R
 odents are looking for warm and safe environments to ride
out the winter. They will seek possible refuge through gaps or
cracks in the exterior and will look to hide in storage areas as
well as inside walls and insulation. Close up possible entry
areas to prevent rodents and other pests from invading.
2 R
 emove vegetation from directly around your structure.
Install an 18” wide perimeter of crushed rock or gravel to
deter pests that may be attracted to your property.

Treasurer
Seacoast Church
Mt Pleasant, SC

3 K
 eep stored items on palettes elevated off the floors to
prevent insects and rodents from easily accessing these areas.

Marie Welch

4 D
 ispose of cardboard boxes immediately when empty.
Rodents use these boxes and any cardboard materials to
build their nests.

Secretary
Fellowship Community
Church
Centennial, CO

Chris Barron
Director of Education
Faith Baptist Church
Youngsville, NC
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5 C
 lean, clean, clean! Sanitation should be part of your everyday
efforts anyway, but it is especially important for pest control.
Clean as you go during your day, but schedule deep cleans as
well for all machinery and equipment.
These tips can help prepare your commercial environment for the
upcoming cooler weather.
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